In this paper we consider the time evolution of SU(1,1) coherent states driven by a coherencepreserving Harniltonian containing periodic or quasiperiodic pulsing terms. This is a generalization of a system consisting of a two-level atom subjected to quasiperiodic pulsing that was recently studied by Milonni, Ackerhalt, and Goggin [Phys. Rev. A 35, 1714 (1987 ]. The time-evolution operator in our case is given by a product of two finite group transformations of SU(1, 1). Assuming an initial SU(1, 1) coherent state, we determine the equivalent classical motion generated by a Poincare map that is a Mobius transformation on the Lobachevski plane, the interior of the unit circle in the complex plane. The quantum-mechanical evolution of the state vector is calculated exactly and in closed form even though the Hilbert space is infinite dimensional. We also study the autocorrelation function which, as in the work of Milonni, Ackerhalt, and Goggin, is found to decay in the case of quasiperiodic pulsing that may possibly be associated with a manifestation of chaos in a quantum-mechanical system.
I. INTRODUCTION In recent years there has been a great deal of interest in the study of the quantum dynamics of systems driven by time-periodic Hamiltonians. On the classica1 level, many of them give rise to the type of motion that has been described as "chaotic. "' On the one hand, it is generally conceded that on the quantum level, the chaotic nature of the system in question becomes suppressed. For example,
Hogg and Huberman
have proved a theorem that for bounded nonresonant systems, the state vector will reassemble itself infinitely often in time. In the problem of the quantum-kicked rotor, whose classical counterpart exhibits chaotic dynamics and diffusive energy growth, one finds the suppression of the chaotic motion and of the energy growth; in fact, the energy becomes quasiperiodic in time. ' This problem was also shown to be related to that of Anderson' s localization of wave functions in a one-dimensional lattice in the presence of a static, random potential.
It has, however, been recently shown that some of the manifestations of chaos can make an appearance in quantum dynamics. Pomeau et al. and Milonni et al. considered quasiperiodically kicked two-level systems and showed that for incommensurate pulsing frequencies "quantum chaos" exists in the sense that (i) the autocorrelation function of the state vector decays, (ii) the power spectrum of the state vector is broadband, and (iii) the motion on the Bloch sphere is ergodic. The quantum localization effect for a kicked rotor is greatly weakened by the presence of the two incommensurate driving frequencies. The system studied by Milonni et al. consists of a two-level atom in the dipole approximation where the interacting electromagnetic field consists of a periodic sequence of 5 functions modulated by a periodic function whose frequency is incommensurate with that of the 5-function sequence. If the atom is initially in the ground state, the Hamiltonian, which is linear in the Pauli matrices, generates a generalized coherent state associated with the Lie group SU(2). In fact, the Hamiltonian will actually preserve the coherence of an arbitrary initial SU(2) coherent state and it is well known that the "classical" motion of that state takes place on the Bloch sphere.
In this paper we consider the noncompact analog of the SU(2) system studied in Ref. 7 
The Bargmann index becomes k = -, ' (even photon number) or k = -, ' (odd photon number). These operators are su%cient for the case of a degenerate parametric amplifier. ' '' For a two-mode (nondegenerate) 
where the a"and b"are given in Eq. (2.15), and 4"-=2k arg(a"-b"g") .
( 2. (ii) Parabolic case: pc =qo, a degenerate fixed point of S(z) on C, yielding an indiff'erent K cycle on C.
(iii) Elliptic case: attractive K cycle in S.
As an illustrative example, we consider the case g= -, ', so that F((2k+1)T)= -2, F (2kT)=k, k=0, 1,2 
IV. ALMOST-PERIODIC PULSING
As mentioned in Sec. II, the case of incommensurate frequencies, i.e. , g irrational, produces almost-periodic pulsing. The coefficients a"and b" in Eq. (2. 14b) are almost periodic. At present, our study is limited to a series of numerical experiments, the results of which are discussed below. A number of "irrational" values of g were employed and found to yield similar behavior. The results cited below correspond to the particular value g=4637/13 313, which has been used in Refs. 6 and 7 to approximate an irrational frequency ratio. For a given modulation amplitude A. , the g"sequence was calculated to N-10 terms. The general qualitative behavior of the sequences (e.g. , autocorrelation vector) is found to be independent of the starting values go, as well as the parameters~o and To. For the results shown below, we chose &~=0 5 too=0. 126, T= l. From the g", the autocorrelaso~o tion (AC) coefficients C(l) were calculated, usually to l = 200.
Firstly, for A, )0, the iterates g"are observed to fill regions in phase space which may be donut shaped. The sizes of these regions are dependent upon the initial conditions. Nevertheless, as k increases, the outer boundaries of these regions migrate toward the unit circle C. Some representative portraits are presented in Fig. 2 The energies E"corresponding to the trajectories in Fig.   10 are plotted in Fig. 3 . Recalling Eq. (2.23), we see that the energy quickly increases as the g"approach the circle C.~y de- As A, increases to 2.8, the autocorrelation C(l) ecreases in norm. In Fig. 4 sample AC vectors for k =0. r"+t, +2r"t"sin~" rag(g") .
1+r t +2r t sinF or !t"! -1, we have r"+, - Fig. 7 we obtain an understanding of the return map~"+,=P(r") generated by plotting consecutive pairs of angles (r",r"+I). The rather singular distribution of iterates is evident. Based on these and other numerical results, we would conjecture that in the limit A,~~, the invariant measure (assuming it exists) associated with the return map P is composed of two point masses located at a, and ct, + n(r =! g! = 1 . in both cases). 
